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ABSTRACT
An initial ❑ easurement of the tritj.umbeta decay epectrum spanning an
energy ran~e of 16.4 - 18.9 keV has been performed using a free molecular
tritiu.m gas source, With the data from this preliminary low statistics
❑ easur~ment (-72 hours of data), we are able to set an upper limit on tho
electron.antineutrillo mass of 36 ~V at the 95\ Confidence level, Measure.
with a gaseous source eliminato ❑any of the ambiguities nriaing from
Thn
solid-source
based
measurements,
uncertalnt.ies asaoclated with
❑ ass
sensit~vity
of our system mhould be about
10 eV or
ultimate
neutrino
lass

❑ enta

1. lnw2LMb
❑ ass

The existence of a non~zero electron-antineutrino
Lubimov et al. 11 would
physics.

dark matter.

important
❑ ass

A neutrino with

in the universe,

❑ asses

have

consequences

in

our

as reported by

understanding

of

could account for the dark matter obsewed

Many current theories in cosmology require non-baryonic

Also, In most realistic grand unif~ed theorie~ neutrino

are quite natural. Thus, it is of critical importance to confirm or

refute this result.

Unfortunately,

the selection of a tritlated complex

amino acid, valine, as the measurement source has raised doubts about the
current results.

With the goal of ❑aking tha

❑ ost

unambiguous measurement

of tritium beta decay possible, a free molecular and atomic gaseous source
and

a

high-resolution

iron-free magnetic spectrometer have been constructed

at Los Alamo!?, Thin system will be described along with the presentation
of preliminary results from measurements of the beta spectrum of free
gaseous ❑olecular tritium.

2. lli~
There are many i“portant factors to consider in designing a tritlum
beta decay experimel]t that is capable of determining s ne~trino

❑ ass

of

order 30 UV or less.

The energy region of the beta decay spectrum which is
sensitive to the neutrino mass is rhe region of about the same size as nvc 2

directly below the endpoint energy.

There are two consequences of this

small region of sensitivity which impact

any

❑ easurement,

F~rst, the count

r~te near the endpoint will be very small: for example, in the last 100 eV
below the endpoint in tritituo the decay bra,)ch is about 2 x 10 ‘7 of the
toral decay,

Thus, a source of reasonable strength ●nd a mer,surement

systam that in efficient and has a good .signal-to-background ratio is
demanded,

The second difficulty results from the small ●nergy region of

sensitivity to neutrflno mass,

Sensitivity to noutrino

❑ ass

effe:ts !.nthe

beta spectrum requires that the total system energy resolution should be
2
comparable to mvc
Note that the total system resolution i9 a (:onvoluti~n
and the source-ralated

of t:tloina~rlunent;nlresolution
WhQn comparing
Mystnm

resolutlot)

ditfcrent
and

experiments
not

Jufit

tho

it

is

jrnportant

instrumental

resolution functions,
to

consider

(~pectrometar)

the

total

resolution,

Thus , sol~r~o strengih, apparaLuq trnnutnisuion, background,
roaolutloll, and systematic

e~fects

d~sigl)ll)galloxperlnmnt that
Almrnos

axparlmeIIt

we choma

is
to

must
sanRILivo

build

a

ho

calefully considered in
Lo

~l~(ltrillo
mass,

‘retynkov

FOK the

typo !,igh-luminoslry

LOK

❑agnetic spectrometer and to employ an intense gaaeoua tritium source.

The

next Lwo sections will detail the reasons for selecting this arrangement
and describe the experiment.
3.

or Atomic Gaseods Triti

of a Ilol-

Sou

The prlncipul reason for using a gaseous source of free atomic or
molecular tritium is that it is the simplest posgible system. This
eliminates

the numerous uncertainties and complications

analyzing data obtained from a solid source.

that arise in

As we shall show, the price

one pays for having the simplest datn to interpret is that the experimental
apparatus necessary to produce a gaseous source and measure the tritium
beta spectrum ia much

❑ ore

complica~ed than for a

❑ easurement

based on a

solid source.
There are several clear advantages to using a free gaseous source.
First, the source resolution function Is the nerrowest possible.

In a

gaseous source the sole contributiol~ to the source resolution function is
the energy loss of electrons in the smrce.

But, since a pure tritium

source has the highe3t specific activity per unit
the

source

thickness

and

❑ ass

of any source, then

energy loss is the minimum possible,

corresponding

For all snlld sources, except solid tritium, the energy loss per unit
activity of tritium must be greater.

Another advantage of a gaseous source

is that the resolution function resulting from source er,ergy losses can be
carefully studied as a function of dource thick:less, This ia because the
source thickness is simply determined by the gas pressure in the source
region and in our oystem it is trivial tc adjust this pressure.
In addition to the energy-loss mechanism, solid sources have two
additional processes which contribute to the source resolution function,
One additional resolution smearing process is hackacattering
source backing substrate.
contamination

from the

The other effect is energy loss from

on the front surface of the source,

minimize the contribution from backacal:tering and

There are ways to
contamination,

but

these

effecis are imposs?.blo to aliminate.
~,”iothercritical reason for choosir,g a gasaous source of pure tr!tium
ia that cha ao called “final state effects” arn ❑ inimal and wall
undermtoocl. When a tritium atom deca;’n to n 3He+ ion th-re is
probability of populating any of the energetically
states of

tl~e

daughter 3110+ ion.

●

allowod final atomic

In order to extrnct A neutrlno mass from

a trltium bets decay spectrum ●ccurately it is necessary to know ptocis?ly

the branching ratios and energies for all possible final decay states and
include this In the analysis.
❑ ass

neutrino
.

‘He.

T%is is essential because the reported

is of the same order as the binding energy of electrons in

Since the transition to each atomic state has a different endpoint,

the shape of the total spectrum is complicated. Hence when experimental
resolutions are folded in, the spectrum can resemble a decay with different
branching ratios and a massive neutrino.
decay probabilities

The only cases for wh?.ch the

can be accurately determined are for atomic tritium (T

+ 3He+) and ❑olecular tritium (T2 + T3He+),
For the simplest case, free atomic trjtium decaying to a 3He+ ion,
the calculation of branching ratios and final states can be done to great
accuracy21 using themsudden

approximationn wherein the nuclear charge is

assumed to change abruptly by cne at the instant of ~ decay (Fig. 1),
Recently,

❑ ore

difficult calcul,,ationsof comparable accuracy to the atomic

case have been performed 3~41 fol moleculsr tritium (Fig. 2].
the decay probabilities

for the

two

cases

In comparing

is obvious that in going from

it

the atomic to the molecular case the branch to the ground state is reduced
significantly and that the comple~ity of the decay scheme is increosed.
obviously, the decay schemes from tritium in complex moleculas or implanted
Into solid sources are even

❑ ore

complicated.

‘Jnfoxtunately, calculations

of the final states for any systemls other than atomic or ❑oleculRr tritium
are ❑uch less certain.

The final states for ❑any solid sources

practical purposes impossible to
assumptions or approximations

● re

for

i:alculate and require making some

to ~~impler structures.

For

❑ ost

experiments

employing complicated ❑olecular solid sources or sources of tritium
implanted into molidm, the uncertainty
effects is the dominant uncertainty

in knowledge of the final rntate

in the

❑ easurements,

Using a gaseous source of crit.ium ❑akes for a simple ●nd clean
interpretation of the beta decay spectrum, but does Lntroduce certain
difficulties

into the actual m~asurement,

Fortunately, these problems call

all be nolv~d by caraful design of the experiment’s apparatus,
gaseous

sour~e

w~l]

be

of 10V density

and,

Obviously a

thus, thin with low activity.

But bv buildjng an extended source region with good extraction efficiency
of the betan &hnr
problem.

dticay in the region, one can overcc)ne the low density

Another potential p~oblerrris that of source strength (pressute)

fluctuations.

It is impossible to have a constant sou:ce pressura, but by

having a monitor syqtem

that

measures

tl~e

source

activity at the same time

as the beta spectrum mensurernent it 1s posalble to know the source strength
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Fig. 1 Decay probabilities for T + 3He + atomic final states versus energy
of states. The continuum decay probabilities are ❑ultiplied x 10.
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to gre41t accuracy.

One would also expect that contamination of the energy

analyzing system would be extremely likely with a free gaseous source.
However, as we will show In the next section, this problem is also
solvable.
Finally, it is critical in any tritium experiment to he able to make
~11accurate tietermination of the total resolution function of the system.
Obviously, the resolution of an extended gaseous source is not expected to
be the same as for a solid source or an electron gun.
an ideal ga~eous line source available.

There 1s, however,

The short-lived

(1.B l~ours) 83mKr

isomer, a dau~hcer of 83-day 83Rb isotope, has a narrow con-qcrsjon line at
17.84 k.-V. The energy at which this line occurs is well ❑atched with the
Thus, it is

energy region being measured in the tritium bnta decay.

possible to determine the instrumental resolution function by using this
source and rurming under conditions essentially identical to those of the
critium source.

It is also possible to determine energy loss in the source

by ❑ixing the Kr source (which has a negligible thickness) with either
hydrogen or deuteri~r gas ~lndobseming

the effect on the total resolution.

Hence, the total resolution function for the entire

❑ easurement

system can

be experirnen~ally verifif,d,
4. ~er JJewu~~
A schematic view oi t!leLos Alamos experiment 18 #hewn in Fig. 3,
The apparatus can be d!vided for discussion purposes into three distinct
sections: a source region, a pumping restriction and extraction section,
and a toroidal mag<netjc spectrometer,

The extended source is required to

reach a sl’,fficientsource intensity,

Placing this source in a strong axial

magnetic field with a pinch &t one and allowa the extraction of
betas from the trjtium decays into the extraction region.
restriction

and

extraction

region

serves

two

purposes:

co

❑ ost

of the

The pumping
stop

tritium

molecules from reaching the spectrometer and to focus the betas emerging
from tna source regjon into the spectrometer,
analyzes the momel~tum of the betaa,

The toroidal spectrometer

allowlng a precise measurement of the

tritium energy spectrum nenr the endpoint.

U

MmkmLmQlxulu-asw.rm
The source decay reEior consists of a 3.06-m long 3.U-cm

diamet~r

hlgl~ly polished alumlnum tube which js pumped by Hg cliflusion pumpM lGc~ted
at aach

end.

When runl~lng with ~tomic gas, ❑olecular tritilm ut 300-mT

preanurm enters

●

Pyrex dlrncharti,e

tub? wh~rm the molecules arn dfasoc~ated
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in an RF discharge.

The tritium atoms emerge through e small orifice into

the source tube at the midpoint between the two pumps.
aluminum tube’s surface has a thin layer of alwinum

The highly polishes

oxide which Inhibits

For hydrogen cnd deuterium, we have ❑ade measurements

recombination.

of

Typically at

recombination rates on aluminum at cyrogenic temperatures.

140K a hydrogen or deuterium atom can undergo 50,000 “bounces” before
Tritium is not expected to behave very differently.

recombining.

An equilibrium density

of

atomic

T

influx and the conductance of the tube.

is built up as established by the
The average atom Sounces

approximately 4,GO0 times on the walls before being pumped away, so
recombination

j.ssmall.

The equivalent sov,rce thickness integrated along

the axis is consenatively

estimated to be 1015 - 1016 tritium atoms/cm2 of

85-90% pure atomic tritium. The presence of a ❑olecular component

(10-15%)

in the source gas is inevitable and not a serious problem if steps are
taken to monitor and

correct for it.

The experimental molecular spectrum

can be scalzd and subtracted from the total atomic-plus-molecular
to obtain & pure atomic spectrum.
known and will be ❑easured by W

The molecular-to-atomic

spectrum

ratio must be

absorption spectroscopy. For measurements

of th~.molecular tritium spectrum, the same system is used except that the
RF dissociator

Is turned off,

The source strer,gth for ❑olecular triciurn

can be 5 times higher than atomic, and is limited anly by the energy loss
in the source gas that can be tolerated.
The source region is In a solenoidal magnetic field of about 1.5 kG
with a small axial gradient.

The electrons are constrained

the field lines (Bp s 463 Gausa-cm).

to spiral about

At one end of the solenoid a pinch

coil with a peak field of about 4 kC reflects moat of the ~’s that start
with a velocity component directed towards that end; as a result about 900
of the ~’s reach the weak field end of the solenoid.

Sapphire standoffs

allow the aluminum source tube to be thermally regulated to ❑inimize
recombination,

but electrically isolated, so that thg potential of the

entjre decay r?glon can be

Vdried

up to 20 kv. (This bias is applied with a

hig},ly stable power supPly and accurately measured with a voltage divider
certified by two independent standards laboratories to be accurnte
at

20

kV.J

typically

10

be

accelerated

through

a potential

kV,

This acceleration
By

2 V

The biasing of the source tube allows the electrons ●merging

from the weak field end of the tube to
of

to

is onc of the critical features of the experimen~,

bi~sing the source tube, the betas that decay i~,the source region are

accelerated when they emerge into the extraction region.

This energy gain
i!ence, the

is never compensated by de=eleratlon later In th~ apparatus.
betas decaying in the source region can be differentiated
tritium decays that occur elsewhere in the sybtem,

from background

The second advantago of

acceleration is that the s?atial component of phase space is reduced.
Thus, not only is the background in the region of the shifted endp~int far
lower than it would be at 18 keV, but the emittance of th~ beam is
improved.

The price paid is, of course, that higher resolving power is

required in ?h(:spectrometer.
One final feature to nc)te in the source region is the placement of a
hot filament in the region of the magnetic pinch.

A

mechanism exists

whereby the source potential ❑ight be altered by the space charge built up
from positfve ions remaining from decays in the

source.

These

ions are

effectively trapped by the magnetic field arid the potentials at the ends.
But thermal electrons emitted from the filament will neutralize these ions.
The emission of electrons is self-regulating and
charge

built

up in the cell.

depends

oa

the

space

This prevents the space charge from exceeding

1 v.
The accelerat~on of betas emerging from the weak field end of the
source is accomplished at an acceleration gap located between the source
tube and pumping restriction.

Spectrum distortion can result from tritium

decaying in the acceleration region.

However, the fraction of detected

decays occurring in the acceleration gap is le!

than 10 ‘3 of the accepted

decays from the source region.
Scanning the beta spectrum can be performed in several ways, tut the
preferred method is to vary the potential of the source tube while

❑aintaining all ❑agnetic fields fixed,

While this causes a (smooth)

en~rgy-depeny.ence of extraction efficiency, the advantage of presenting the
extraction lens, spectrometer and focal plane detector with fixed-energy
particles is considerable.
#
b. FmDLtu2 restr~cti~n
and ex traction reti
The pumping restriction and extraction region is a differential
pumping system that allows a windowless source while limiting tritiuin
contamination of the spectrometer to 0.4 mCi/day, The accelerated beta
particles from the source are focused t~ a collimator located at the ob~r.~t
of the spectrometer.
spectrometer

so

that

The collimator limits the

acceptance

of

the

betas that emerge from or strike the source walls c-an

be rejected absolutely, independent of aberrations or imperfections in the
electron-optical system.

This is

❑ ost

important because a monolayer of

adsorbed tritlum would represent 3 orders of magnitude

❑ ore

activity than

the gaseous source.
ez

c. SDectrmet

Our spectrometer design was based on considerations

of resolution,

acceptance, background, and ease of injecting betas from a gaseous source.
The resulting toroidal, iron-free, spectrometer (Fig, 3) is similar to that
of Tretyakov 5] , but differs in a number of respects.
First, electrons
enter at an angle of (24 t 5)0 to the axis because they are essentially
injected from a beam instead of emerging from a solid source.

Also ,

several significant improvements over the original Tretyakov design were
incorporated in cur spectrometer.

By using tuned

non-lineur conductors

third-order aberrations that degrade the resolution were corrected for
yieldins a factor of 3 increase in solid angle and improved resolution.
Another improvement is the use of thin copper strips (0.5 x 13 x 170 mm) to
carry the c~rrent where electron orbits cross the axis.

Use of these thin

strips rather than thick water-cooled conductors allows approximately

758

of the electrons to be transmitted to the focal plane (corn,~aredto 4.5% in
the origil,al Tretyakov design).
incoming cone of rays.
efficiency

The spectrometer

itself accepts 538 of the

Other transmission factors include detector

(75%) and losses at the magnetic pinch (90% of 4W source is

available) .

These factors lead to a calculated luminosity of 0.14 cm2.

The intrinsic resolution, E/AE, of the spectrometer

is at present about

1100,
To realize the full capabilities of the spectrometer

it is necessary

to reduce the Lnflucnce of external magnetic fields, particularly
earth’s field.

the

The permissible transverse field is small, approximately

10-2 G, but rather large axial fields (0.1 G) can be tolerated. To achieve
this level of magnetic shielding, an active shield comprised of two sine
coils (conductors spaced around the vacuum vessel and dri’,”enin proportion
co the sine of the angle from the transverse field direction) with fluxgate
magnetometers

to provide feedback to the coils is used,

measurements of ambient and

Detailed

local variations of the magnetic field fn the

building where the spectrometer and source are situated, together with
measul-ements of spectrometer resolution us a function of beta energy,
indi~ate that this syster provides the necessary transverse shielding.

The focal-lir.e detector used in the spectrometer is a gas
proportional

counter with both position and energy sien.itlvity, In our

present detector, 26 keV electrons are detected with an energ~ resolution
of ?0? and a position resolution of 4,0 mm.

The efficie,]cy (peak-to-total

ratio) and the background count

and 0.C04 councs/see,

rate

are

75*

respecrivelym
Although

the spectrometer does have a focal line length of a few

resolution widths,
earlier

it is essentially a point-by-point device.

As ❑entioned

there will certainly be intensity fluctuations of the gaseous

soarce.

Thus, a satisfactory

each measurement
state detector

❑ eans

of normalizing the intensity during

point is required, ‘This is accomplished by using a solid-

(Beta Monitor in Fig. 3) to detect a small fraction of betas

which have been accelerated from the source before ‘they ● re focused onto
the spectrometer entrance collimator.

As the spectrum is scanned by

\’arying the source potential, it is nec~ssary to float this solid-state
detector at the same voltage as the tube to eliminate any variation of
detector efficiency that might affect the normalization,

5.

eg~lux~

~r@R

The entire syntem became fully operational and the first beta
spectrum from a T2 source waa measurad in June 1985, A variety of different
tests md

calibrations

to stud~ the electron-optical

c)laracteristics of the

system has been performed to verify and acca~rately determine the system
parameters, The initial transmission, resolution, ●nd backh~ound
performances

of the system will be presented below. However, Flease note

that in many cases these initial results are not the finai val~ea we expect
to ●chieve,
am

~6!&lQrl
From ray-tracing calculncions we expect that ●bout 259 of the

effective source area can be extracted with very simple electron-opticai
design.

Mo#surements with

●

solid 103Ru source give

●

259 iocuuing

in ngrement with the calculations.
However, ❑easurements with
83m
the extended gaseous
Kr source give a total extraction efficiency times

efficiency,

spectrometer
dimcrapancy

transmission a factor

uf thro~ lowor than calculated.

is currently being ●tudied,

This

At

present,

we vary

the

acceleration

of

the

betas

from

the

source

to

scan the beta spectrum, and leave the spectrometer at a fixed enerby to
The initial obsemed

accept 26 keV betas.

resolution width of the gaseous

83mKr isomer in the source was 65 eV FWHM (Fig. 5).
performed to deconvolute the intrinsic line width
shake-off effeccs 7J8~91

and

froc

the

obser~ed

Calculatio~~ were

61 of 2.26 eV and shake-up

resolution,

From our

calcu’.ations we derive an instrumental resolutiorl af 54 ●V FWIW for the
Note that care is needed to ensure that the

total system (Fig. 4).

ljnewidch, shake-up, a~~d tihake-off effects of the Kr source are known to
sufficient accuracy,

Mere detailed calculations and sxperlmental studies

using synchrutron light are also planned co verify these data.
The molecular tritium spectrum presented in this pap~r was taken with
this 54 eV FUlU4 instrumental resolution.
tnken some ❑edifications

However, ufcer these data were

to the sy~cem wera implement~d ●nd now an

instrumental resolution of 37 eV FWHM has been achieved.
acceptable
iv,prove

for
the

For

initiai

data

acquisition,

we will

Uhile

continue

to

this
work

is
to

resolution.
the

molecular tritium dnta, t’he other

present

component

to

the

total system restitution, namely the enevgy loss of betas in the ~ource, is
T,egligible. ‘The so’lrce thickness in these early measurements
s~lall, approximately

10-3 pg cm-2.

However ia calculating

is extromnly

the energy

losses, the effective path length of tha bet~s in tha B-field must bc taken
invo accuunt since somfl electrcns can travel up to 40 IIIin the source gas
while spiraling atv~ii.1Ll,ti
field ;lnes.

Nevertheless, even for the

electrons that travel furthast, the average ener~y Loss is or.iy ●bout 0.5
*V .

Fortunately, detailed meatiuraments of lnelaatic cross sections for

electronn on }!2have been made, nnd even the small energy loss ~xpected can
be corrected, Actual resolution measurements using the Kr line source mixed
witl: hydrogon or dcuterlum gas to achieve t.tio
source prassure used durin~
trltfum
~

❑ ensuremen[s

are planned to verify the energy loss calculations.

Ok%@QUUS!
Background arises

tl”ltlu%l,

otllpr radionct~vity,

from

a~veral possible sources: cosmic rays,
and

scntterocl

electrons

in the spectrometer.

As hns Oeen dcsctibocl, r@Jection of trlt.lum background

in ve~qy high by

virtuo of tho prrnaccsleratlnn and UEP of an energy-sensitive
One of tho advantlgcs of Trmtyakov’n spectrometer
inl~~r~nt.uuppre~slon of ncattorinp, backgrounds,
fact flvc mpactromotcrs

detec.,.;,

tosign !.-its

The npectromet.~r in fn

jn [andrm, and *lect.ronm with ml} energy a fow
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Fig. 5 83mKr gaseo~a sol’rce 17.835 keV conversion line ❑easured at a
is a calculation
fixed spectrometer energy of 26 keV, The cumed line
used to determine the instrumental resolution functfon,

percent away from the focused energy
❑ain scattering

contribution

conductors entailing very

are rejected at the first stage.

The

thus comes from collisions with the inner

small energy losses and angul .r chanl~es. This

background scales with the signal and is estimated to be at tho level of
10-3 or less,

Experimental ❑easurements of scattering ❑ade with the

electron gun have confirmed that scattering IS negligible.
Initially our chief background concern was
could

eventually

that

triz~m

contnrnfnation

up in the spectrometer and affe~t our background

build

rate. However, after saveral months of running tritium, ~a have not
observed any detectable change in thm background.
safeguards of

Thus, our built-in

the pumping restriction and a 50,000 f/see Ti aublimator pump

located at the entrance to the spectrometer seem to be working very
effectively.
The present background rate

using

a

single-reaiative-wire

detector is

Tests indicate that the ❑ajority of this background

0.004 countsisec.
from cosmic ray

❑ uons.

is

To raduce this component even further we ore

developing a multiwire detector to discriminate between through-yoing
particles and stopping particles.

6, ~l~@JusWU
beta apactrum ❑easurement wag

A preliminary 3,day ❑olecular triciu

completed in January 19f)6.An energy range of 16.44 to 18.94 keV
The energy

covered in 10 eV steps.
to

eliminate

strength

time
tho

dependent

counts

❑onitor counts.

from

region

sy..tenatic
the

proportional

waa

errors,
counter

was

scanned in a random fashinn
To

correct
wero

fcr

divided

the
by

sourun
the

beta

An ●dditional correction for source strength fluctuations

and an eatimato of systematic errors
in tha normalized countm woa obtair,ed
,..a “calibration” energy point a. 16.44 kcV {n
by repeatedly measuning
between meaaurmmentm of the “real” data points. (In other words after one
or two measurements of data runs the 16,44 k,eV energy point would be
remeasured, )

The

data points were measured for 600 sacs while the

calibration points wera maasured for 200 sees, The molecular sourc~ was run
at ~ecluced pressure because of a dofnct in ona of the sapphire high-voltngo
mtandoffs, Nevetrtheloss, in t.holast 100 SV of the apecrrum wa obtainod ~
-1
count rate of O,lt aec , which compararn ~luitm well with tha rate obta!ned
by Lubimov

.

mt al,,

0,004 UOC-l.

O.OL

soc

‘J-. ‘ho
background count rata d~ring the run wns
.

Tlia measurad beLa npmctrurn is shown in Fig, 7 along with n

Kurie plot of tl)adntn, Note that th~ arror bara includ~ both thm

atatiatical error ●nd the ●yatematic error baaed on ●ll of the 16,44 keV
calibration runs. The absolute energy calibration

10 based on the 17,835-

which is known to an accuracy of 20 eV 10].

keV Kr conversion line

These data were taken by keeping the ❑agnetic fields and spectrometer
Sield constant (to accept 26 koV betas), while the source potential was
varied to scan the energy region. The advantage of thin procedure is that
the spec~rometer acceptance, the detector background,

are constant (for constant energy particles).

from the detector window
Nevertheless,

●nd backmcattering

it is still pornslbla for the efficiency of extraction to vary

with the acceleration voltage,
generally calculable

This is a smooth variation which 1s

But imperfections in the elactron-optical

system

from this idual behavior,

will almost certainly lead to small deviations

an~ an empirical correction wimilar to that used by Lubirnov et al.
Bergkvistlll

is required in fitting the data.

and by

However, the normalization

Gf the count rate to the beta ❑onitor, whose extraction efficiency tracks
that of the spectrometer, cancels to first order the extraction efficiency
●nd produces a very linear Kurie plot

variations

(Fig.

7),

In

fitting

the

data only a small quadratic correction term, less than 10 -8 ev-i, ~6
necessar~’.
7. ~
The calculation of the predicted beta spectrum includes molecular
final rotate calculation 31 , Coulomb corrections, screenlr,g corrections,
nuclear recoil effects 12] , weak magnetinu 12] , ●nd ●ccelaratlon gap
corrections
resolution
.

(the last two corrections are negligible). T’t~etotal system
function is then folded into the calculc~p:!,dnta. A four-

parameter fit using a non-linear least squaras routino 131 is t}lenperform~d
for which the follr parameter

are. amplitude, ondpcint energy, neutrino

●nd a extraction effician~:y tortn,

IIMS18,

The accuracy cf the fittilqgcodo was chocked by ~enerntin~ betn
spectra including the snmn corrections listed above from a totally
lndnpQnclent data-generation code,

Theaa two codon wnrm clavelop~d by

sep~rate people totally Lndependertly to anRura
nccuracy

of

the

fitting

code,

%ta

spectra

using

m trua

ch~clc

R variety

parameters were calculated using the generation code,

on

thn

uf dlffer~nt

Thase data were thrtl

inlnlt into the fitting code ●nd the renultlng fit parameters were r.h~n
compnrod “o tlImoriginal input parmmetr+r-, Agr@amr+nt wan oxcmptloIIal
for

canes

where

very

small

evoII

nmutrino mam.lea (aV’-) ●nd poor rraolut Iol~

,
1!
IMoo
. lwoo
.
I

1

17200

1WOO

~~

18400
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19400

!0200

The results from this “blind” check of the

functions (50-70 eV) were used,
fittin~

code

give

us

a high

level

of confidence

In our analysis procedure,

Another code was written to generate realistic Ilonte Carlo mock data,
~is

allows us to investigate and determine the effects of various
It is essentially

aystematics and correlations between variables,
impo.;sible co gauge these affects any other way.

Crude analytical
complicated

argurlents and simplifications are not accurate because of the
correlations between parameters,

The ❑olecular beta spectrum from our 3-day run was analyzed using the
procedure outlined above.

The resolution function used

was

the 54 eV FWHM

t6tal resc,lution function extracted from the Kr resolution function.

A

residual plot of the beta spectrum data versus the bast fit is shown in
Fig. 8.

The residual for each

data

point is the difference between che

❑easured value ●nd calculated value divided by the point’s error b~r.

from this fit is 18.581 keV which

endpoint energy
difference

The

yields an atomic ma~s

for T-3He of 18.597 A 0.020 keV, where the uncertainty

is

dominated by the uncertainty in the 83mKr line energY.
From thla short 3-day run we find that ❑u < 36 eV at the 959
confidence

level.

The X2 bast fit was for rev-O, The total X2 was 279 for

242 degreea of freedom. Figure 9 is a plot of

X2

versus neutrino

❑ ass.

d. Q2nm.d&nsl
The preliminary 3 days of molecuiar trltium data we have presented
bet-u ofiers a b.lnt of the eventual results possible using a free
tritium source,
spectrometer

Klch systematic errors ●t the few eV level and a

resolution in tha 30 eV range (known to 1 eV accuracy), we

will be ●tatistics,limited
evant rate

expected

background

gaseous

down to

❑ ass

a wutrino

of 1 count/s&c in

tha

last

below 10 eV,

100

eV,

levnl of 0,004 counts/see, we uhould bn able

With our

and our demonstrated
to

m~t

a

limit on n

neutril}o mass of 10 eV (951 C,L,) using ❑olecular trit~,um,
Howevor, we are cent.llt~ling
work to improvo the spectrometer
resolution, increar
backgrcunda,

the transmlarnion and the source strength, and

~eclucc

Thu prasont limltatlona on these parameters have been larp,~ly

identified and trac~able solutions have

been found,

We plan to implement

theme improvements, perform systematic checks, and acquire cuff’iciunt
statistics to set a limlt of 10 eV or betrer with molecular tul,tium. Upon
completion of running with molecular
tritlum

source

itito

oprft-ation,

trltium,

WQ will

then

bring

(he

a[otnl(’

Then aystamatic chocks w1ll be performe[l

‘
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F~,g. 8 A plot of reduced residualm calculated from the best fit to the
data.
molecular tritium

E;

-“-;O

;0

Neutrino
I’igl
9
trltium

y2 am a fuIIctloI)
datn

of

neutrlno

:0
Mass,
mass

;0

,0

aV

for thr fit

to

tha

moleculnr

●nd sufficient

atatlatica accumulated ?O ●et a limit of 10 eV or better

with atomic tritium.
Employing a gaseouz s~urce ?.sadmittedly experimentally

complex, but

we believe it is the approach that provides the ❑ost unambiguous
information about a possible neutrino
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